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Introduction 

In a paper delivered in this series in 2013, the Chief Justice reviewed the early 
history of corporate law, as well as more recent developments.  I will not here repeat 
the Chief Justice’s survey of early developments and I will focus largely on 
developments in the corporate form during the 18th and 19th centuries.  I will give 
particular attention to two key features of a corporation, namely that it is treated as a 
separate legal person from its shareholders and that its shareholders are allowed 
limited liability.1  I will not address the twentieth century in any detail, since the Chief 
Justice’s previous paper provided a full outline of the constitutional travails of 
national corporations legislation in that century.  

I should note, by way of preliminary comment, that the use of the term “company” in 
the 18th and early 19th centuries applied more widely to persons associated for a 
common purpose, often in connection with trade and did not depend on 
incorporation.  The use of the term “company” to refer to a limited liability company 
developed by the end of the 19th century.2   

I should also note that that segment of the Australian population which today 
appears in corporations lists would today take the benefits of the corporate form for 
granted.  That view has not always been held.  In An Inquiry into the Nature and 
Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776), Adam Smith took a narrower view, arguing 
that the corporate form was only suitable for a limited number of enterprises, such as 
banking, insurance, canals and water supply that required high capital input or had 
public benefit or utility and where the company’s operations were capable of being 
reduced to a “routine” or to such a “uniformity of method as admits of little or no 
variation”.   

Earlier unincorporated entities, joint stock compan ies and the Bubble Act 

In his 2013 paper, the Chief Justice noted the development of the corporate form in 
medieval times and pointed to early examples of the use of corporate forms in the 
corporation sole which was used to hold property of public and ecclesiastical officers, 
including the Crown and bishops, and the corporation aggregate which was used for 
local government and universities.   The Chief Justice then traced the development 
of the joint stock company in England.  Whether such an entity had a separate legal 
personality, or was an unincorporated partnership, depended on whether it was 
chartered by the Crown or Parliament.  Where a trading company was granted a 
royal charter or incorporated by private Act of Parliament, it would then exist in 

                                            
1 The significance of these matters for the legal history of the corporation is noted by M Wibisono, 
“Corporations” in JT Gleeson et al (eds), Historical Foundations of Australian Law - Volume II, 2013, p 
384. 
2 R McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, 2009, p 18. 
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perpetuity, have the capacity to sue and be sued and would have separate legal 
existence from its members, and members of companies granted a royal charter 
would also generally have limited liability.  

The Chief Justice also noted the development of early trading companies such as 
the East India Company in the 17th century; the expansion of domestic companies 
structured as joint stock companies and the speculation surrounding those 
companies; and that, by the end of the 17th century, courts had recognised that 
individual members of an incorporated body were not liable for its debts, although 
this does not seem to have been regarded as an important benefit of incorporation, 
possibly because of the power to make calls conferred by the relevant charters or 
the possibility of remedies analogous to subrogation.3   

The Chief Justice also referred to the introduction of the Bubble Act 17204 which 
prohibited enterprises which  

“presume to act as if they were corporate bodies … without any legal authority, either 
by Act of Parliament, or by any Charter from the Crown”.   

Acting as a corporate body was defined as “raising or pretending to raise 
transferable stock” and doing so without authority was treated as a “publick 
nuisance” which would be treated as a praemunire, a non-capital criminal offence 
punishable by imprisonment and the forfeiture of property to the Crown.5   

The traditional view is that the Bubble Act was passed to seek to address the risk of 
an overheated market in the period prior to the failure of the South Sea Company, 
which had taken over the national debt of the British Government in exchange for the 
rights to trade with Spanish territories in South America.  An alternative view is that 
the Bubble Act was promoted by the South Sea Company to seek to limit competitive 
investments in unincorporated joint stock companies, which would not have the 
exemption which the Bubble Act provided to the South Sea company.6  There is also 
a debate in the historical literature as to whether the Bubble Act retarded the 
development of English company law; a later view, promoted by Dr Rob McQueen, 
points to the development of deed of settlement companies, as well as railway and 
canal companies incorporated by charter or by Act of Parliament in the period in 
which the Bubble Act was in force, as a positive matter.7 

After the passage of the Bubble Act, companies could still be incorporated by charter 
or statute in the United Kingdom.  That typically occurred in the case of companies 
involved with construction of infrastructure such as water and gas works, canals and 
railways and only a small number of manufacturing companies were incorporated.8  

                                            
3 T F Bathurst, “The Historical Development of Corporations Law”, 3 September 2013, p 4. 
4 The full title of the Bubble Act described it as “An Act to Restrain the Extravagant and Unwarrantable 
Practice of Raising Money by Voluntary Subscriptions for Carrying on Projects Dangerous to the 
Trade and Subjects of this Kingdom.” 
5 J Taylor, Boardroom Scandal:  The Criminalisation of Company Fraud in Nineteenth-Century Britain, 
2013, p 10. 
6 Wibisono, “Corporations”, note 1 above, p 390. 
7 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, p 20. 
8 S Watson, “How the company became an entity: a new understanding of corporate law” (2015) JBL 
120 at 123. 
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Charters or private Acts of Parliament were sought, not so much for any particular 
benefit attributed to incorporation but because they were often associated with 
conferring other rights such as the right to use a particular route for a railway or 
canal.9  It has also been suggested that the use of incorporated or unincorporated 
forms of the joint stock company varied from industry to industry, depending on the 
extent to which existing industry participants resisted incorporation.  For example, 
existing participants in the insurance industry often sought to block private legislation 
to incorporate new insurance companies, which generally incorporated as 
unincorporated joint stock companies which did not require such legislation.  On the 
other hand, existing enterprises in the transport industry were less threatened by 
new industry participants operating in different regions, and there was greater use of 
private Acts of incorporation and incorporated joint stock companies in the transport 
field, promoted, as noted above, by the need for rights of compulsory acquisition or 
access to land.10 

Unincorporated deed of settlement “companies” were also used in the period after 
the Bubble Act and were treated as a partnership at common law but recognised as 
a “company” by the Court of Chancery.11  A deed of settlement “company” arguably 
did not contravene the Bubble Act, since s 25 of the Act provided that it did not:  

“prohibit or restrain the carrying on of any home or foreign trade in partnership in 
such manner as hath hitherto usually and may be lawfully done according to the 
Laws of this Realm now in force”.12  

A deed of settlement “company” was not a separate legal entity from its members or 
shareholders.13  By the terms of the deed of settlement, members agreed to become 
associated in an enterprise with a prescribed joint stock divided into a prescribed 
amount of shares; the deed could be amended by agreement of a majority of the 
shareholders; management was delegated to a committee of directors; and property 
was vested in trustees.14  The appointment of trustees mitigated the difficulties 
arising from change of membership, to the extent that proceedings could be brought 
by or against the trustees on the firm’s behalf.  The deed of settlement would 
typically provide for shares in the partnership to be transferable, and a person to 
whom the share was transferred was required to agree to perform the obligations of 
a member provided under the deed of settlement, and to be bound by that deed of 
settlement.   

There were nonetheless practical difficulties with the deed of settlement company.  
Although the deed of settlement would typically provide that members were liable 
only to the extent of their contributed capital, that provision did not bind a third party 
creditor, even if it had notice of it, unless the creditor agreed to the limitation of 

                                            
9 P Lipton, “The Evolution of the Joint Stock Company to 1800: A Study of Institutional Change”, 
Monash University, Workplace and Corporate Law Research Group, Working Paper No 15, p 25. 
10 Ibid, pp 24–25. 
11 Watson, “How the company became an entity: a new understanding of corporate law”, note 8 
above, 129. 
12 Bathurst, “The Historical Development of Corporations Law”, note 3 above, pp 7–8.  
13 Watson, “How the company became an entity: a new understanding of corporate law”, note 8 
above, 126. 
14 P Johnson, Making the Market: Victorian Origins of Corporate Capitalism, 2010, p 116.  
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liability.15  Litigation between members of deed of settlement companies was also 
practically difficult, because there was no requirement for any public register of 
members.16 It was also difficult to enforce calls on partly paid shares, because all 
shareholders were required to be joined as party to the action which might potentially 
require an inquiry into the state of the partnership accounts.  The extent of these 
difficulties was illustrated by Van Sandau v Moore (1826) 1 Russ 441 [Document 1] , 
where Lord Eldon held that a shareholder’s application to dissolve an unincorporated 
company and for accounts to be taken required joinder of some 14 directors and 300 
shareholders of the entity. 

There was also a degree of controversy as to the legal status of unincorporated 
companies, and particularly the provision for transferable shares.  In R v Dodd 
(1808) 9 East 516; 103 ER 670 [Document 1A] , Ellenborough CJ observed that a 
promise of limited liability in respect of an unincorporated joint stock entity was “a 
mischievous delusion, calculated to ensnare the unwary public” but did not convict 
the promoter where the Bubble Act had not been enforced for many years and where 
the prosecution was initiated by an opponent of the promoter, who had acquired 
shares in order to commence it.17  Several cases in the early 1820s also treated 
deed of settlement companies as unlawful under the Bubble Act or at common law.18  
In Josephs v Pebrer (1825) 3 B & C 639 at 644; 107 ER 870 [Document 2]  the 
Bubble Act was applied to deny recovery to a stockbroker in a claim against an 
investor who declined to pay for shares on the collapse of the market.  On the other 
hand, in Nockels v Crosby (1825) 3 B & C 814; 107 ER 935 [Document 3] , the 
Bubble Act did not prevent an investor recovering money paid into a failed project.  
In Kinder v Taylor (1825) 3 LJ Ch 68, Lord Eldon noted that “acting as a corporation 
without being such is illegal at common law”.  Dr McQueen has argued that the 
opposition expressed by the courts to joint stock companies had little impact, given 
the commercial demand for such entities.19 The Bubble Act was ultimately repealed 
by 6 Geo IV c 91 (1825).20 

Developments in the first half of the 19 th century in England  

The corporate form was used to facilitate canal building and railways during the early 
19th century, which were capital intensive and had relatively lengthy construction 
periods, but manufacturers were suspicious of that form, possibly because it could 
facilitate the entry of competitors.21   

The Chartered Companies Act 1837 (UK) allowed incorporation by letters patent 
granted by the Board of Trade, but competing interests were from time to time 

                                            
15 Walburn v Ingilby (1833) 1 My & K 61; (1833) 39 ER 604; Re Sea Fire & Life Insurance Co (1854) 3 
De GM & G 459; 43 ER 180; RP Austin & I Ramsay, Ford’s Principles of Corporations Law, 2012, 
[2.120]. 
16 Johnson, Making the Market, note 14 above, pp 119–120. 
17 Taylor, Boardroom Scandal, note 5 above, p 12. 
18 W R Cornish and G de N Clark, Law and Society in England 1750-1950, 1989, p 251. 
19 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, p 39. 
20 Johnson, Making the Market, note 14 above, p 117. 
21 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, pp 26, 40–42.  
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successful in preventing the grant of letters patent and the process was expensive.22  
Case law in the first half of the 19th century held that members of an incorporated 
joint stock company, and subsequently an unincorporated joint stock company, did 
not have an interest in the company’s assets.23  In the later decision in Re 
Agriculturist Cattle Insurance Co (Baird’s Case) (1870) LR 5 Ch App 725 [Document 
4], James LJ distinguished the position in respect of an unincorporated deed of 
settlement company from that of a partnership, in holding that the principle of 
partnership law by which a person ceased to be a partner upon death, and that his or 
her estate was not thereafter liable for the partnership’s debts, did not apply to a joint 
stock company, so that the executor of the shareholder’s estate could be included in 
a list of contributories.  His Lordship noted (at 734) that the aim of the joint stock 
company was to make the organisation: 

“… as nearly a corporation as possible, with continuous existence, with transmissible 
and transferable stock, but without any individual right in any associate to bind the 
other associates, or to deal with the assets of the association.” 

That decision treats a joint stock company, although developed from the partnership 
form, as distinct from it. 

Developments in the first half of the 19th century in Australia 

Developments in Australia in the early 19th century, not surprisingly, reflected the 
corresponding position in the United Kingdom.  In 1817, Governor Macquarie 
conferred a charter on the Bank of New South Wales which granted limited liability to 
shareholders.  Imperial authorities subsequently refused approval for the charter 
because of concerns as to the grant of limited liability, and the Bank subsequently 
operated as an unincorporated joint stock company, governed by a deed of 
settlement which provided for its shares to be transferable and for it to be managed 
by a board of directors.24  Several unincorporated joint stock companies were 
incorporated under deeds of settlement in New South Wales, including the Australian 
Agricultural Company (1824) and the Australian Gas Light Company (1836).   

Legislation in New South Wales in the late 1830s and early 1840s addressed 
practical issues arising from the status of unincorporated joint stock companies.25  In 
1843, the Bank of Australia, which had been formed in 1826 as a joint stock 

                                            
22 S Ville, “Judging Salomon:  Corporate Personality and the Growth of British Capitalism in a 
Comparative Perspective” (1999) 27 Fed L Rev 203 at 205. 
23 Bligh v Brent (1836) 2 Y&C Ex 268; 160 ER 397 (holding that shares in a company were 
personalty, irrespective of the nature of the company’s property, because the shareholder in an 
incorporated joint stock company had an interest only in its profits and not in its assets); Watson v 
Spratley (1854) 10 Ex Ch 222; 156 ER 424 (holding that a shareholder in an unincorporated mining 
company had only an interest in the company’s profits and not in its physical assets, so the share was 
personalty even if the company’s assets were real property). 
24 Bathurst, “The Historical Development of Corporations Law”, note 3 above, p 14. 
25 An Act to make good Certain contracts which have been or may be entered into by certain Banking 
and other Copartnerships 1839 (NSW) [Document 5] ; An Act for further facilitating proceedings by 
and against all Banking and other Companies in the Colony entitled to sue and be sued in the name 
of their Chairman Secretary or other Officer 1842 (NSW) (allowing banks and other joint stock 
companies to sue and be sued in the name of an officer of the company) [Document 6] ; Companies 
(Process) Act 1848 (NSW) (allowing joint stock companies to sue and be sued by members) 
[Document 7] ; see P Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia:  Economic 
Development and Legal Evolution” (2007) 31 Melb U L Rev 805 at 808, 810. 
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company without limited liability, collapsed.  The Bank had borrowed money from an 
English bank, the Bank of Australasia, which brought successful proceedings against 
shareholders, and the Privy Council held that the deed of settlement permitted the 
directors to bind the company in borrowing funds and that shareholders were bound 
under partnership law.26  I will refer below to the similar experience in England in the 
collapse of Overend Gurney & Co Ltd.  Trading activities in the colonies in the early 
19th century were still on a relatively small scale, limiting the need for incorporation.27   

Developments in the mid 19 th century in England -  The Joint Stock Companies 
Act  1844  

In his 2013 paper, the Chief Justice noted that several fundamental elements of the 
structure of the modern corporation were not established until the middle of the 19th 
century, including, legal personality, perpetual existence, transferable shares and 
limited liability.  We will see those developments in the narrative that follows.  

In 1837, a report prepared by Mr Bellenden Ker for the House of Commons took an 
early cross-jurisdictional approach to law reform and noted that: 

“In France … [limited liability] is very useful, as affording the means of directing to 
commercial enterprise much capital which otherwise would not be so employed as 
affording the means of bringing forward intelligent and skilful persons, who have not 
capital to enable them to enter into commercial speculation …  In New York it is 
understood that the same effect is produced.28 

Mr Ker recommended that partnership law be amended to permit limited liability.  
Although that report was considered by a select committee of the House of 
Commons in 1843, it expressed no view as to the merits of limited liability and did 
not advance a proposal for its introduction. 

An 1844 Select Committee, under Gladstone’s chairmanship, accepted that 
incorporation should be made more widely available, without the need for a royal 
charter or private Act, by a process of registration.29  It also recommended minimum 
capital requirements in respect of the company, and minimum denomination 
requirements for stock, and those recommendations were largely adopted in the 
Joint Stock Companies Act 1844 (7 & 8 Vict c 110) (“1844 Act”) [Document 9] .30  
The Gladstone Committee considered, but did not support, limited liability, which it 
recognised would provide an incentive for investment, but considered was not 
necessary given existing investment levels.31  The Gladstone Committee also 
emphasised the value of disclosure, including by periodic meetings and publication 
of accounts.32  That view remained controversial in the mid-nineteenth century, 

                                            
26 Bank of Australasia v Breillat (1847) 6 Moore PC 152; 13 ER 642 [Document 8] ; Lipton, “A History 
of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 810–811. 
27 Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 810. 
28 Report on the Law of Partnership, 1837, quoted D R Kahan, “Shareholder Liability for Corporate 
Torts: A Historical Perspective” (2009) 97 GEO LJ 1085 at 1093–1094. 
29 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854–
1920, note 2 above, p 46. 
30 Ibid, pp 45–46. 
31 Ibid, p 45. 
32 Wibisono, “Corporations”, note 1 above, p 399. 
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although it has subsequently had a strong influence in both companies and 
securities legislation.   

The 1844 Act required that a partnership of more than 25 members, insurance 
companies and insuring friendly societies, and partnerships with shares that were 
transferable without the consent of co-partners, register with the Board of Trade, 
which did not undertake a merits assessment of the application for registration.  The 
process of registration involved two stages.  At the first stage, a company filed a 
prospectus and obtained provisional registration, which allowed it to raise capital, on 
giving details of the name and business of the company and the names, addresses 
and occupations of its promoters, and later its directors officers and shareholders 
and payment of a £5 fee (ss 4, 21).  There was an obvious risk that companies 
would not proceed to final registration after capital had already been raised and 
about three-quarters of companies registered at the first stage did not proceed to 
complete registration between 1844 and 1855.33   

The company could proceed to the second stage, completing registration, after a 
deed of settlement was signed by shareholders and submitted (ss 7, 21).  The deed 
of settlement would include information about the company’s  objects, capital 
structure, directors and members.34  After complete registration, the company had to 
make twice-yearly returns of all changes to the shareholder list (s 11) and to register 
audited balance sheets within a fortnight of each general meeting (s 43).  Auditors 
were to be elected by shareholders and were required to examine the accounts and 
report on them to the general meeting (ss 38–43).  The requirements for accounts 
and publicity introduced by the 1844 Act seem desirable to modern ears, but were 
criticised in the mid-nineteenth century as providing little practical benefit.  The 1844 
Act also provided for general meetings to be held at least once a year; shareholders 
could call extraordinary general meetings and members of the board were to be 
rotated regularly and could not hold office indefinitely (Sch A).  The 1844 Act did not 
exclude personal liability of a company’s members, although a creditor had to 
exhaust its remedies against the company before bringing proceedings against 
individual members.35    

The 1844 Act was not particularly successful, because there was resistance to its 
disclosure requirements which were not enforced by the Board of Trade.  The 
passage of the 1844 Act was followed, likely by coincidence rather than by any 
causal relationship, by a further investment “bubble” with a surge of provisional 
registrations of railway undertakings, although the creation of railways typically still 
involved specific Acts of Parliament to provide rights of compulsory purchase.36  The 
1844 Act was amended by the Companies Consolidation Act 1845 to require, inter 
alia, provision of a balance sheet which provided “a true statement of the capital 
stock, credits and property of every description belonging to the company, and the 

                                            
33 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, p 50; Watson, “How the company became an entity: a new understanding of 
corporate law”, note 8 above, 124. 
34 Cornish and Clark, Law and Society in England 1750-1950, note 18 above, p 254. 
35 1844 Act c 110, s 66; Joint Stock Banks Act 1844 (7 & 8 Vict c 113) s 10; RP Austin & I Ramsay, 
Ford’s Principles of Corporations Law, note 15 above, [2.140]; Taylor, Boardroom Scandal, note 5 
above, p 79. 
36 Johnson, Making the Market, note 14 above, p 120.  
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debts due by the company” and “a distinct view of the profit and loss which shall 
have arisen”.37   

Winding up provisions 

The Winding Up Act 1844 (7 & 8 Vict c 111) [Document 10]  provided for a company 
to be made bankrupt in the same way as an individual and provided for a winding up 
in the Chancery Court.  Any creditor could petition for a company’s bankruptcy, 
whether it was provisionally or completely registered.  In a winding up, Chancery 
could order accounts, fix calls on shareholders to make up a shortfall and appoint 
receivers to collect payment.  Provision for winding up on the just and equitable 
ground was subsequently introduced by the Joint Stock Companies Act 1848 (11 & 
12 Vict c 45), amended by the Joint Stock Companies Act 1849 (12 & 13 Vict c 
108).38  The 1848 Act preserved the power of creditors to sue individual 
shareholders after a proposal to restrict that right was defeated in the House of 
Commons.39   

The development of limited liability 

Limited liability was introduced by the Limited Liability Act 1855 (18 & 19 Vict c 133) 
[Document 11] .  The Limited Liability Act amended the 1844 Act to limit the liability 
of a shareholder to the amount of any unpaid portion of the nominal value of its 
shares.  That limitation was subject to requirements that the documents lodged on 
the company’s provisional registration state that the company proposed to limit its 
liability; that the nominal value of the company’s shares be at least £10 each; that 
the word “limited” be included in the company’s name and stated in all public 
documents; that the deed of settlement state that the company be formed with 
limited liability; and that it be signed by at least 25 shareholders, who held 75% of 
the capital of which 20% had to be paid up.40  The Limited Liability Act also required 
that enterprises publicly file an annual balance sheet.  Dr McQueen points out that 
the requirements for annual balance sheets were challenging where financial 
reporting processes were undeveloped, both in principle and in practice, and the Act 
was not suitable for the incorporation of small enterprises.41   

Those who supported the expansion of limited liability contended that the existing 
regime restricted the development of useful enterprises, because investors were 
reluctant to take small shareholdings where exposed to unlimited liability, and that 
applications for a charter which could confer limited liability were only supported by 
the Board of Trade in restricted circumstances and were costly.42  The introduction of 
limited liability at this point may also reflect developing investor expectations that 
they should not be held liable for the debts of the enterprise, together with 

                                            
37 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, pp 48–49. 
38 Wibisono, “Corporations”, note 1 above, p 403. 
39 Taylor, Boardroom Scandal, note 5 above, p 96. 
40 Wibisono, “Corporations”, note 1 above, p 403; Cornish and Clark, Law and Society in England 
1750-1950, note 18 above, p 256; Taylor, Boardroom Scandal, note 5 above, p 101. 
41 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, p 141. 
42 Johnson, Making the Market, note 14 above, p 42. 
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competition from European and American investment opportunities which recognised 
limited liability.43   

However, there was an opposing, and common, view that participants and investors 
in commercial activities should accept responsibility for financial losses on failure 
and that limited liability would promote economic and moral failure.44  The case 
against limited liability was reflected in Victorian popular culture in an operetta by 
Gilbert and Sullivan, titled “Utopia Limited”, which records (without approval) the 
education of the King of the South Pacific Island of Utopia, away from his initial 
reaction that limited liability might seem dishonest and toward a recognition of its 
virtues.  A short sample, which I draw with gratitude from a paper of Kunc J45, is as 
follows: 

[Promoter]: “[If you come to grief, and creditors are craving 
(For nothing that is planned by mortal head 
Is certain in this Vale of Sorrow--saving 
That one's Liability is Limited),-- 
Do you suppose that signifies perdition? 
If so, you're but a monetary dunce-- 
You merely file a Winding-Up Petition, 
And start another Company at once! 
Though a Rothschild you may be 
In your own capacity, 
As a Company you've come to utter sorrow-- 
But the Liquidators say, 
"Never mind--you needn't pay," 
So you start another company to-morrow!” 
 
King: Well, at first sight it strikes us as dishonest, 
But if it's good enough for virtuous England-- 
The first commercial country in the world-- 
It's good enough for us.” 

Dr McQueen also points out that the business community, including larger 
manufacturing enterprises, generally did not support limited liability, since many 
manufacturing entities were family enterprises and recognised the risk that limited 
liability entities might increase competition.46  The take up of limited liability remained 
relatively slow in the United Kingdom, and it took almost a half century after the 
introduction of the Limited Liability Act for a significant number of industrial 
enterprises to incorporate.  Part of that resistance reflected a concern as to the 
introduction of outside shareholders or outside management within largely family 
enterprises.47   

                                            
43 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, pp 32–33. 
44 Ibid, pp 138–140; Johnson, Making the Market, note 14 above, p 137. 
45 F Kunc, “Company Directors:  Decisions, Duties and Dilemmas”, 9 January 2015, pp 1–5; see also 
McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854–1920, 
note 2 above, p 231. 
46 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, pp 78–79. 
47 Ibid, p 28. 
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The Joint Stock Companies Act 1844 and the Limited Liability Act 1855 were 
consolidated and replaced by the Joint Stock Companies Act 1856 (19 & 20 Vict c 
47) (“1856 Act”) [Document 12] .  The 1856 Act distinguished companies from 
partnerships with the result that creditors would now lend to a company rather than 
to partners sharing joint and several liability.48 The 1856 Act also removed several of 
the requirements for limited liability under the 1855 Act, including requirements as to 
the value of shares and the requirement that there be a minimum of 25 shareholders 
holding at least 75% of the company’s capital, so that the availability of limited 
liability was extended to a company which had seven or more subscribers who held 
at least one share each and included the word “limited” in the name of the company.  
The sponsor of the 1856 Act, Robert Lowe, the then Vice-President of the Board of 
Trade, argued that: 

“[Limited liability] is not a question of privilege; if anything it is a right …  The principle 
is the freedom of contract and the right of unlimited association – the right of people 
to make what contracts they please on behalf of themselves, whether those contracts 
may appear to the Legislature beneficial or not, as long as they do not commit fraud 
or otherwise act contrary to the general policy of the law ...”.49 

One commentator has suggested that the expansion of the availability of limited 
liability between 1855 and 1856 reflected wider political issues, including a 
government desire to facilitate enterprise and investment and increase revenue 
during the period of the Crimean War.50   

The 1856 Act also removed the previous two-stage process of provisional and full 
registration, removed the statutory accounting and auditing requirements under the 
1844 Act51 and removed the requirements as to paid up capital in the Limited Liability 
Act.  The 1856 Act introduced provision for liability of directors for payment of 
dividends while they knew the company was insolvent.  The 1856 Act also permitted 
shareholders representing one-fifth in number and value of shares to appoint an 
inspector to examine a company’s affairs and report back to the Board of Trade, and 
a simple majority of shareholders could appoint an inspector in general meeting (ss 
14, 48, 51).52  The 1856 Act amended the winding up procedure, to prevent creditors 
of the limited companies from pursuing actions against individual shareholders53 and 
permitted creditors to seek winding up if a company could not pay a debt of over 
£50.54  Banks and insurance companies were excluded from the 1856 Act.55 

                                            
48 M Lobbin, “Nineteenth Century Frauds in Company Formation:  Derry v Peek in Context” (1996) 
112 LQR 287 at 318. 
49 R Lowe, Speech on the Amendment of the Law of Partnership and Joint Stock Companies 1856, 
quoted Johnson, Making the Market, note 14 above, p 138; C Mackie, “From Privilege to Right – 
Themes in the Emergence of Limited Liability” (2011) 4 Jur Rev 293 at 296. 
50 Mackie, “From Privilege to Right – Themes in the Emergence of Limited Liability”, note 49 above.   
51 However, the model constitution provided under the 1856 Act continued to provide for the 
presentation and audit of accounts and included a template for balance sheets, which applied to a 
company unless its constitution made different provisions.   
52 Taylor, Boardroom Scandal, note 5 above, p 102. 
53 19 and 20 Vict c 47, s 61. 
54 19 and 20 Vict c 47, ss 67–69.   
55 Bathurst, “The Historical Development of Corporations Law”, note 3 above, p 11; Taylor, 
Boardroom Scandal, note 5 above, p 101. 
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Events are not always kind to law reform, and the Royal British Bank failed shortly 
after the passage of the 1856 Act.  That entity had been formed as a joint stock bank 
in 1849 and began trading before all of its shares had been subscribed and before 
half of those shares were paid up, as the Bank of England had required.  Although it 
appears to have been insolvent since shortly after it was formed, it had continued to 
trade for nearly seven years issuing false accounts and paying dividends from 
capital.  Its directors were subsequently convicted on charges of criminal 
conspiracy.56  The shareholders brought a petition in the Court of Chancery to seek 
to wind up the Bank and raise and distribute contributions.  Creditors brought parallel 
proceedings in the Court of Bankruptcy under the Winding Up Act 1844 (which had 
not been repealed) so that the Court of Bankruptcy had control of the Bank’s assets 
while the Court of Chancery ordered payment by contributories.   

Developments in the 1860s 

The Companies Act 1862 (25 & 26 Vict c 89) (“1862 Act”) [Document 13 ] took a 
form closer to modern companies legislation57 and also now permitted the 
incorporation of insurance companies.  The 1862 Act provided for winding up by the 
court, and for voluntary liquidation without the court’s involvement or voluntary 
liquidation under the court’s supervision.  The court could direct an official liquidator 
to prosecute a director, manager, officer or member who appeared to be guilty of a 
criminal offence, with the costs of that prosecution to be paid out of the company’s 
assets.58 

In the familiar sequence of law reform and recurrent corporate failure, Overend, 
Gurney & Co Ltd (“Overend Gurney”), a financial firm, failed not long after the 
passage of the 1862 Act.  Overend Gurney had converted to a public company in 
1865 and then failed a year later in 1866.  Overend Gurney had issued shares with a 
nominal value of £100, of which £25 was called up, and most investors purchased 
the shares at a premium of £45.  The company subsequently sought to call up the 
balance unpaid on the shares.59  These events demonstrated the risk of issuing 
partly paid shares of substantial value, with large amounts uncalled.  Not 
surprisingly, subsequent practice moved toward the issue of fully paid shares of 
lesser value.60  An aggrieved shareholder of Overend Gurney subsequently brought 
a private prosecution against its directors alleging fraud on the basis that the 
company had been registered as a limited liability company and shares issued when 
the directors knew the company was insolvent, but the directors were acquitted of 
that charge.61 

                                            
56 Lobbin, “Nineteenth Century Frauds in Company Formation:  Derry v Peek in Context”, note 48 
above, 313–314. 
57 Cornish and Clark, Law and Society in England 1750-1950, note 18 above, p 257. 
58 1862 Act, ss 167–168.  
59 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, p 162. For discussion of a similar failure of a Scottish Bank, see KJC. Reid, 
“Embalmed in Rettie:  The City of Glasgow Bank and the Liability of Trustees” in A Burrows et al 
(eds), Judge and Jurist:  Essays in Memory of Lord Rodger of Earls Ferry, 2013, pp 489–508.   
60 Cornish and Clark, Law and Society in England 1750-1950, note 18 above, pp 257–259. 
61 The decision is referred to in Peek v Gurney (1871) LR 13 Eq 79 [Document 13A] ; see R 
McQueen, “Life without Salomon” (1999) 27 Fed L Rev 181 at 191. 
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A further Select Committee in 1867 again considered limited liability, with some 
support for greater regulation by investors who had suffered loss as a result of the 
failure of Overend Gurney and subsequent company collapses.  However, any 
amendment was opposed by Robert Lowe (by now holding the title Viscount 
Sherbrooke) who had promoted the 1856 amendments.  Provisions for reduction of 
capital were introduced in the English companies legislation from 1867, following a 
crash in 1866, to facilitate payment of dividends despite substantial losses of 
capital.62   

Throughout this period, and despite the passage of the companies legislation to 
which I have referred, company law was often perceived through the frame of 
English partnership law, reflecting the nature of a joint stock or deed of settlement 
company.  In his text on Partnership Law published in 1863, Lord Lindley described 
a “company” in terms that echoed a partnership, as: 

“An association of many persons who contribute money or money’s worth to a 
common stock and employ it in some trade or business.” 

His Lordship there treated a company as a partnership incorporated by registration.63  

Developments in the 1850s and 1860s in Australia 

Legislation was introduced to permit limited liability partnerships in New South Wales 
and Victoria in the early 1850s, by the Act to Legalize Partnerships with Limited 
Liability 1853 (NSW) [Document 14] , 1854 (Vic).  As in the United Kingdom, those 
Acts were subsequently displaced by companies legislation which provided for the 
incorporation of companies with limited liability.64 

The colonies placed particular focus on the introduction of corporate forms to deal 
with mining, which is not surprising given the extent of mining activity in the mid-
nineteenth century.  Incorporation and limited liability for mining companies and 
partnerships was introduced by An Act for the Better Regulation of Mining 
Companies 1853 (Vic), which allowed an entity that took the form of a partnership to 
be formed and registered with a local court, reflecting the model used for mining 
companies in Cornwall, which could be used by groups of miners to fund the 
development of shafts for underground gold mining.  Legislation to limit the liability of 
members to the amount unpaid on their shares was introduced in Victoria by An Act 
to Facilitate the Formation of Mining Associations 1858 (Vic)65 and similar legislation 
was introduced in New South Wales by An Act to limit the Liability of Mining 
Partnerships 1861 (NSW) [Document 15] .  

The Companies Statute 1864 (Vic) was based on the 1862 Act and was passed at 
about the time the Victorian gold mining boom began, and allowed a company to be 
incorporated by lodgement of its constituent documents, introduced limited liability 
for members and prohibited associations of more than 20 members operating as a 

                                            
62 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, pp 165–166. 
63 Watson, “How the company became an entity: a new understanding of corporate law”, note 8 
above, 130–131.  
64 Companies Statute 1864 (Vic) and Companies Act 1874 (NSW). 
65 Bathurst, “The Historical Development of Corporations Law”, note 3 above, p 15.   
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partnership or unincorporated joint stock company.66  The Companies Act 1874 
(NSW) [Document 16] , although introduced 10 years later, was also based on the 
1862 Act.  Dr McQueen argues that the passage of colonial legislation that was 
similar to the 1862 Act allowed English companies easily to register under local 
provisions as foreign companies and that variations from the “model” provided by the 
1862 Act were discouraged by the imperial authorities, which recognised that such 
variations could discourage English investment in the colonies.67  He also notes that 
the common form of legislation allowed limited liability companies to be established 
with a board in both England and the relevant colony and facilitated listing on both 
English and colonial stock markets.68  By contrast with McQueen, Lipton argues that 
the introduction of limited liability legislation in the colonies in the 1850s, followed by 
the legislation based on the 1862 Act, responded to economic developments in the 
colonies and promoted economic growth and the interests of business 
constituencies.69  It appears that the form of company permitted by the legislation 
derived from the 1862 Act was not widely used at this time, other than for gold 
mining companies.  Most colonial banks were either established by special Acts of 
the colonial legislature or established in England, and rail infrastructure was largely 
funded by government borrowings, rather than by private interests in a corporate 
form.    

A simpler form of incorporation, which did not require the lodgement of annual 
reports, was introduced for mining companies by the Mining Companies Limited 
Liability Act 1864 (Vic).  The corporate form was widely used by gold mining 
companies, which were by that time undertaking more expensive mining operations, 
including deep quartz gold mining which developed in the late 1860s and early 
1870s.70  The common practice in early colonial goldmining companies was to issue 
partly paid shares with a high par value, consistent with the English practice prior to 
the collapse of Overend Gurney.71   

By the mid-1860s, a substantial volume of shares were trading on the Melbourne 
Stock Exchange although a large proportion of those shares were in entities not 
incorporated under companies legislation.72  Limited resources were devoted to the 
administration of the companies legislation in the colonies in the nineteenth century, 
and administrative responsibility was allocated to the Masters of the Supreme Court 
in South Australia and Queensland, the Registrar-General’s Department in New 
South Wales and the Titles Office in Victoria.73   

Developments in the late nineteenth century 

Commentators suggest that there was no immediate increase in the rate of 
incorporation after the introduction of limited liability in England in 1856, and it only 
rose to significant levels in the 1880s.74  Dr McQueen notes that in England the 

                                            
66 Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 806. 
67 R McQueen, “Company Law as Imperialism” (1995) 5 AJCL 187 at 190. 
68 Ibid, 194. 
69 Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 807. 
70 Ibid, 817. 
71 Ibid, 815–816. 
72 Ibid, 816. 
73 McQueen, “Company Law as Imperialism”, note 67 above, 195. 
74 Johnson, Making the Market, note 14 above, p 123. 
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limited liability company form began to be used in the iron, steel and shipping 
industries in the 1870s and 1880s, to facilitate raising capital for technological 
development and to meet overseas competition, and as the founders of family firms 
died or withdrew from the businesses.75  That development was facilitated by the use 
of corporate structures involving preference shares which paid dividends but left 
control in the ordinary shares held by the existing owners of the business.76   It also 
seems that limited liability became more significant in the 1870s as a means of 
limiting the risk to which existing controllers of companies were exposed.77   

In a Select Committee on the Companies Act in 1877, Robert Lowe (as noted above, 
then holding the title Viscount Sherbrooke) recognised that the introduction of limited 
liability had brought about some losses for creditors, but treated that as a risk 
intrinsic to dealing with companies, in moving a resolution that: 

“recited the success of limited liability incorporation overall but noted the number of 
failures which had occurred.  He however considered that the only remedy against 
loss in these, as in all matters of business, is that a man before he parts with his 
money or pledges his credit should inquire carefully into the nature of the 
undertaking, and the character and credit pecuniarily and morally of those with whom 
he is to be associated.”78 

Preference shares came into greater use in the 1880s, carrying a fixed rate of 
interest rather than an entitlement to variable dividends, and also carrying a right to 
the residue of assets in a winding up in priority to ordinary shareholders.  Companies 
also began to issue debentures which allowed a charge over company assets as 
security, giving priority over ordinary creditors in a winding up.79 

A regime was also developed in the colonies permitting mining companies to issue 
no liability shares, which could be forfeited and sold if the shareholder failed to pay a 
call, initially in the constituent documents of mining companies, and subsequently   
by the Mining Companies Act 1871 (Vic) [Document 17] which adopted the form 
which continues in s 254Q of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).80  Dr McQueen treats 
this development as indicating the failure of the limited liability legislation to address 
the practice of “dummying”, by which shareholders subscribed for shares in false 
names to minimise the risk of liability for calls.  This development could more 
generously be seen as a pragmatic solution to the challenges in dealing with that 
issue, when administrative resources were scarce and the population was transient 
and spread over wide geographical areas.81 

                                            
75 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, p 193. 
76 Ibid, p 194. 
77 Ibid, p 237. 
78 Report of the Select Committee into the Operation of the Companies Acts 1862 & 1867, B.P.P. VIII, 
1877, 425; quoted McQueen, “Life without Salomon”, note 61 above, 187. 
79 Cornish and Clark, Law and Society in England 1750-1950, note 18 above, p 259. 
80 Bathurst, “The Historical Development of Corporations Law”, note 3 above, pp 15–16.   
81 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, pp 283–284; Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 
above, 819–820; B Kerchner, An Unruly Child:  A History of Law in Australia, 1995, pp 134–135. 
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Small and medium enterprises began to take on a corporate form in the colonies 
from the late 1870s to 1880s82 although mining companies continued to comprise the 
bulk of companies, generally formed under the no liability regime.83  The Joint Stock 
Companies Arrangement Act 1891 (NSW) was in turn based on the Joint Stock 
Companies Arrangement Act 1870 (33 and 34 Vict c 104).84 

A substantial crash took place in Victoria in the 1890s, involving a fall in land prices 
and the failure of several Victorian banks.85  The Companies Act 1896 (Vic), 
introduced in response to the these events, required audits by certified auditors (s 
28) and the preparation of audited balance sheets in a specified form to be filed and 
sent to shareholders (s 29), reflecting recommendations of the Davey Report in the 
United Kingdom.86  There was little enforcement of the reporting requirements 
introduced by that Act, given limited administrative resources.87  The Companies Act 
1896 (Vic) also introduced a statutory duty of care applicable to directors, which was 
then not continued in the Companies Act 1910 (Vic) and which was subsequently 
reintroduced in s 107 of the Companies Act 1958 (Vic)88; prohibited misleading 
statements in prospectuses and the use of misleading company names (for example 
the term bank in a company title); introduced winding up provisions89; and introduced 
a regime dealing with proprietary companies, which could have no more than 25 
members, could not borrow monies from non-members or raise capital from the 
public, and were not required to provide an audited balance sheet to members.90   

Toward the end of the century in England, the decision in Derry v Peek (1889) 14 AC 
337 took a relatively narrow view of the scope for director’s liability in relation to the 
issue of shares, at least in respect of an action for deceit.  Legislative reform 
followed, and the Directors’ Liability Act 1890 (53 & 54 Vict c 64) imposed liability on 
directors, promoters and other officers for untrue statements in a prospectus, unless 
the statement was made with reasonable grounds to believe it was true, or in 
reliance on an expert whom the director had reasonable grounds to believe was 
competent, or in reliance on a public official document.91   

                                            
82 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854– 
1920, note 2 above, p 288. 
83 Ibid, pp 286–287.   
84 Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 825–826.   
85 For case law relating to the crash, see Re Colonial Investment and Agency Co (in liq) (1893) 19 
VLR 381; Re Federal Bank of Australia Ltd (1894) 20 VLR 199. 
86 Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 827. 
87 Kerchner, An Unruly Child, note 81 above, p 135, McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  
Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854–1920, note 2 above, pp 297–302. 
88 R. Teele Langford, I Ramsay and M Welsh, “The Origins of Company Directors’ Statutory Duty of 
Care” (2015) 37 Sydney L Rev 489. 
89 Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 827; J Waugh, “Company 
Law and the Crash of the 1890s in Victoria” (1992) 15 UNSWLJ 356; J Waugh, “The Centenary of the 
Voluntary Liquidation Act 1891” (1991) 18 MULR 170. 
90 Lipton, “A History of Company Law in Colonial Australia”, note 25 above, 827; Bathurst, “The 
Historical Development of Corporations Law”, note 3 above, p 16. 
91 McQueen, A Social History of Company Law:  Great Britain and the Australian Colonies 1854–
1920, note 2 above, p 251; Wibisono, “Corporations”, note 1 above, p 409. 
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Separate legal personality and the application of l imited liability in closely held 
companies 

I now turn, finally, to the issues raised by the decision of the House of Lords in 
Salomon v A Salomon & Co Ltd [1897] AC 22 (“Salomon”) [Document 18] .  Before 
turning to that decision, it is desirable to return to the position in the case law earlier 
in the mid-nineteenth century.    

It had been recognised in case law in the mid-nineteenth century that a company, 
including a joint stock company, was distinct from its shareholders.   An 
unincorporated joint stock “company” was treated as a separate entity from its 
shareholders as early as 1846, in R v Arnaud (1846) 9 QB 806; 115 ER 1485, where 
that company was held to be capable of being registered as the owner of a British 
ship, although some of its members were foreigners who were prohibited from 
directly or indirectly owning that ship.  The fact that legislation prior to the 1855 and 
1862 Acts had endowed companies with a separate personality, although not with 
“all the attributes of a perfect corporation” had been recognised by the House of 
Lords in Oakes v Turquand (1867) LR 2 HL 325, a decision that arose out of the 
failure of Overend Gurney and dealt with the position where a shareholder was 
induced to acquire shares by fraud [Document 19] .  The recognition of a separate 
legal personality of a company was therefore not novel when the House of Lords 
came to decide Salomon.   

The question whether limited liability should be available to a closely held company 
was also not entirely novel, since it had been recognised in debates prior to the 
passage of the 1856 Act.  The possibility that a company might be formed by a 
person and six others, who might be that person’s servants to whom a single share 
was given, and the question whether limited liability should properly be given to such 
a company, was raised in the House of Commons at the committee stage of debate 
in respect of the 1856 Act.92   A commentary on the 1856 Act, published shortly after 
it was introduced, also pointed to the possibility that incorporation could be available 
to a small partnership or sole trader by using friends, servants or relations as 
additional shareholders.93  Dr McQueen argues that Robert Lowe, who (as I noted 
above) had promoted the 1856 Act and was committed to freedom of contract and to 
a permissive approach to corporate law, would have been prepared to leave it to the 
market to determine whether the corporate form could be used for one person 
companies.94   

These questions came together in a controversial form in Salomon.  The now 
famous Mr Salomon had formed a limited liability company incorporated under the 
Companies Act 1862.  The Company had at least seven shareholders, as required 
by the 1862 Act, since Mr Salomon, his wife and five of his children each subscribed 
for one share in the company, capitalising it at £7.  Mr Salomon sold his well-
established boot making business to the company, valuing that business at about 
£40,000.  The consideration was payable by £1,000 paid to Mr Salomon in cash, the 
issue of 20,000 £1 shares to Mr Salomon and 100 debentures of £100 each, for a 

                                            
92 McQueen, “Life without Salomon”, note 61 above, 187. 
93 E Cox, The New Law and Practice of Joint Stock Companies (1856), quoted in McQueen, “Life 
without Salomon, note 61 above, 186. 
94 McQueen, “Life without Salomon, note 61 above, 187. 
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total of £10,000.  Mr Salomon was appointed managing director and two of his sons 
were appointed as directors of the company and its initial shareholders meeting was 
held on 2 August 1892.95  The judgments in Salomon proceed on the basis that Mr 
Salomon played the only significant role in the company and that his wife and his 
sons had only nominal roles.  The fact that Mr Salomon was allocated 20,000 shares 
and the other shareholders one share each when the company was incorporated 
tends to support that possibility.96   

There was a downturn in the English economy in the period after the company’s 
incorporation, and the company suffered labour difficulties and lost several 
government contracts and suffered a decrease in earnings.  Several months after the 
company was incorporated, in early 1893, Mr Salomon borrowed £5,000 from Mr 
Broderip, a local merchant, and mortgaged the debentures that had been issued to 
him to secure that loan and agreed that the company would pay 8% interest on the 
value of the debentures to Mr Broderip.  The company defaulted in making that 
payment in September 1893, about a year after it was incorporated, and Mr Broderip 
sought to enforce his security over the debentures.  The company was placed in 
receivership in October 1893 and initially contested Mr Broderip’s claim to the 
amount owing on the debentures, which would have taken up the large part of the 
company’s assets to the prejudice of unsecured creditors.  The receiver also brought 
proceedings against Mr Salomon seeking to hold him personally liable on the 
debentures.  After the failure of the company, the transaction by which the company 
was formed was portrayed by contemporary commentators, including the boot trade 
industry press, as artificial and disreputable. 

At first instance in the proceedings brought by the receivers against Mr Salomon, 
Vaughan Williams J relied on the fact that the business was owned and controlled by 
Mr Salomon to conclude that he had employed the company as his agent and was 
bound to indemnify the company as agent for actions undertaken at his bidding; that 
the company’s creditors were his creditors; and that the issue of debentures when 
the company was established was a deliberate attempt to defeat their rights. 

On appeal in Broderip v Salomon [1895] 2 Ch 323 at 341, Lopes LJ observed that: 

“The [1862] Act contemplated the incorporation of seven independent bona fide 
members, who had a mind and a will of their own, and were not mere puppets of an 
individual who, adopting the machinery of the Act, carried on his old business in the 
same way as before, when he was a sole trader.  To legalize such a transaction 
would be a scandal.” 

His Lordship (at 340–341) was equally direct in expressing his view that: 

“It would be lamentable if a scheme like this could not be defeated.  If we were to 
permit it to succeed, we should be authorising a perversion of the Joint Stock 
Companies Acts.  We would be giving vitality to that which is a myth and a fiction … 

                                            
95 A C Hutchinson and J Langlois, “Salomon Redux:  The Moralities of Business” (2012) 35 Seattle 
University LR 1109 at 1114. 
96 That assumption is challenged by P Spender in “Resurrecting Mrs Salomon” (1999) 27 Fed L Rev 
217, where she emphasises that the six shareholders in the company, other than Mr Salomon, were 
family members including Mr Salomon’s wife and five children, several of whom worked in the 
business.  However, the nominal character of their shareholdings may weaken that challenge.  
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It was never intended that the company to be constituted should consist of one 
substantial person and six mere dummies …”. 

Kay LJ observed (at 345) in the Court of Appeal that: 

“The statutes were intended to allow seven or more persons bona fide associated for 
the purpose of trade to limit their liability under certain conditions and to become a 
corporation.  But they were not intended to legalize a pretended association for the 
purpose of enabling an individual to carry on his own business with limited liability in 
the name of a joint stock company.” 

In the Court of Appeal, Lindley LJ accepted that the company had been validly 
incorporated under the Companies Act 1862, but held that the issue of shares to 
family members of Mr Salomon was an artifice to enable Mr Salomon to obtain 
limited liability.  His Lordship observed (at 338–339) that Mr Salomon’s: 

“liability to indemnify the company in this case is, in my view, the legal consequence 
of the formation of the company in order to attain a result not permitted by law.  The 
liability does not arise simply from the fact that he holds nearly all the shares in the 
company.  A man may do that and yet be under no such liability as Mr Aron Salomon 
has come under.  His liability rests on the purpose for which he formed the company, 
on the way he formed it, and on the use which he made of it.  There are many small 
companies which will be quite unaffected by this decision.  But there may be possibly 
be some which, like this, are mere devices to enable a man to carry on trade with 
limited liability, to incur debts in the name of a registered company, and to sweep off 
the company’s assets by means of debentures which he has caused to be issued to 
himself in order to defeat the claims of those who have been incautious enough to 
trade with the company without perceiving the trap which he has laid for them.” 

The approach taken by the Court of Appeal would have required judges to decide, 
possibly on a case by case basis, whether the incorporation of a proprietary 
company controlled by a single shareholder should be treated as a fraud on 
creditors, and that decision would have been vulnerable to hindsight, when it would 
almost always have had to be made after a company had failed.   

Mr Salomon appealed to the House of Lords in forma pauperis, which required that 
he had assets of less than £5 (and the clothes on his back) at the time of the appeal, 
such that he would not be liable for the costs if the appeal failed.  The House of 
Lords, of course, reversed the decision of the Court of Appeal.   

Lord Halsbury observed (at 33) that, once it was accepted the company had a legal 
existence, and the law attributed rights and liabilities in its constitution as a company, 
then it was “impossible to deny the validity of the transactions into which it has 
entered.”  His Lordship disapproved the Court of Appeal’s reasoning, observing (at 
33–34) that: 

“[T]he truth is that the learned judges have never allowed in their own minds the 
proposition that the company has a real existence.  They have been struck by what 
they considered the inexpediency of permitting one man to be in influence and 
authority [in] the whole company; and, assuming that such a thing could not have 
been intended by the Legislature, they have sought various grounds upon which they 
might insert into the Act some prohibition of such a result.” 
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Lord Macnaghten observed (at 50–51) that: 

“In order to form a company limited by shares, the Act requires that a memorandum 
of association should be signed by seven persons, who are each to take one share at 
least.  If these conditions are complied with, what can it matter whether the 
signatories are relations or strangers?  There is nothing in the Act requiring that the 
subscribers to the memorandum should be independent or unconnected, or that they 
or any one of them should take a substantial interest in the undertaking, or that they 
should have a mind and will of their own.” 

His Lordship also rejected the characterisation of the company’s role as trustee or 
agent of its shareholders, observing (at 51) that: 

“The company is at law a different person altogether from the subscribers to the 
memorandum and, though it may be that after incorporation the business is precisely 
the same as it was before, and the same persons are managers, and the same 
hands receive the profits, the company is not in law the agent of the subscribers or 
trustee for them.” 

There is some historical information as to the practical outcome of the proceedings.  
Mr Broderip was paid out and the debentures were returned to Mr Salomon, who 
died not long after the House of Lords’ decision and left an estate of £503.  Mr 
Salomon’s financial woes did not end with his death.  The solicitor who acted for him 
in the proceedings ultimately brought a successful claim against his estate for costs 
of the successful appeal in the House of Lords.  Although the decision in that case 
(Re Raphael (1899) 1 Ch 853 [Document 20] ) was primarily directed to the costs 
rules in the House of Lords, Kekewich J there observed that the outcome of the 
proceedings had been that Mr Salomon: 

“was not thereby made a wealthy man, he was rehabilitated and removed from the 
list of paupers.”97 

The decision in Salomon is, of course, generally treated as confirming the principle 
that a company is a separate legal entity, distinct from its shareholders, with rights 
and liabilities distinct from those shareholders.  That decision is also treated as 
confirming that a company may properly be established where it is controlled and 
owned, as matter of economic reality, by one person.98  Lipton, in his article, “The 
Mythology of Salomon’s Case”, argues that the House of Lords’ decision in Salomon 
accorded with prevailing economic, social and political ideas, in that it: 

“reflected the values of the family business community in placing a priority on 
entrepreneurship and commercial risk-taking over the interests of creditors.  This was 
consistent with the prevailing economic philosophy of laissez-faire capitalism and 
freedom of contract which underpinned the 1856 Act.” 
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Dr McQueen also notes that, prior to the House of Lords’ decision in Salomon, the 
numbers of small private companies registering under the 1862 Act had increased 
over the 1860s and 1870s and become a “veritable flood” by the 1880s and 1890s.99  
It appears that, at the time the case was being decided, the British government was 
considering a recommendation to give express statutory recognition to the one 
person company and the House of Lords’ decision avoided the need for such 
legislation.100 Dr McQueen argues that the extent of the use of the private company 
form, by the time Salomon was decided, was such that, if the Court of Appeal’s 
decision had been upheld rather than reversed by the House of Lords, legislative 
intervention was likely to be required to clarify the position of the private companies 
that then existed.   

That House of Lords’ decision in Salomon has provoked strong responses.  A note 
published in the Law Quarterly Review, shortly after the decision, suggested that no-
one who knew the earlier history of the Companies Acts would doubt that the House 
of Lords’ decision:  

“would have been impossible thirty or even twenty years [previously]”.101 

The decision was described by Professor Kahn-Freund, in an article written in 1944, 
as a “calamitous decision” which allowed the corporate form to: 

“become a means of evading liabilities and of concealing the real interests behind the 
business.”102 

A similarly robust view was taken by Higgins in The Law of Partnership, in the 1963 
edition, observing that: 

“Seldom has the entire of House of Lords sunk to such a level of jurisprudential 
ineptitude as to reject the clear intention of the legislature in favour of the application 
of the so-called literal rule of interpretation.  The decision in [Salomon] has probably 
done more to undermine commercial integrity in sixty years than did the Statute of 
Frauds in nearly three hundred.”103 

Dr McQueen has more recently described the decision in Salomon as a “sad finale 
for the high liberalism of Victorian England”.104   

Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbury takes a more positive view of the decision in a recent 
paper105, where he identified Salomon as one of his “top 15 cases” published in the 
authorised law reports.  His Lordship noted that the decision had “stood the test of 
time” although he also recognised that there had been decisions where courts in the 
United Kingdom have been prepared to pierce the corporate veil or disregard a 
company’s separate personality.  His Lordship referred to the UK Supreme Court’s 

                                            
99 McQueen, “Life without Salomon”, note 61 above, 196. 
100 Ibid, 183. 
101 Note (1897) 13 LQR 6, cited Lipton, “The Mythology of Salomon’s Case”, note 98 above, 471. 
102 O Kahn-Freund, “Some Reflections on Company Law Reform” (1944) 7 Mod LR 54 at 55. 
103 Quoted in P Halpern et al, “An Economic Analysis of Limited Liability in Corporation Law” (1980) 
30 University of Toronto LJ 117 at 119. 
104 McQueen, “Life without Salomon”, note 61 above, 201. 
105 Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbury, “Reflections on the ICLR Top Fifteen Cases:  A Talk to 
Commemorate the ICLR’s 150th Anniversary” (2016) 32(2) Const LJ 149. 
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decision in Prest v Petrodel Resources Ltd [2013] UKSC 34; [2013] 2 AC 415, where 
Lord Sumption (at [35]) observed that the corporate veil could be pierced, but only: 

“[W]hen a person is under an existing legal obligation or liability or subject to an 
existing legal restriction which he deliberately evades or whose enforcement he 
deliberately frustrates by interposing a company under his control.” 106 

Lord Neuberger also expressed the view in that paper that the recent decisions 
indicate that: 

“Salomon is good law, and it will require an exceptional case before the Court would 
even consider piercing the veil.”107 

The implications of Salomon for corporate groups and claims against directors 

The principle in Salomon was in turn applied in Gramophone and Typewriter Ltd v 
Stanley [1906] 2 KB 856 to hold that a subsidiary did not conduct its business as 
agent for its controlling shareholder or holding company (holding that the profits of a 
German subsidiary could not be treated as profits of its English holding company, 
and that the subsidiary could not be treated as agent or trustee for the holding 
company, merely because the holding company owned all its shares).   

The decision in Salomon was also applied in Australia in the first half of the twentieth 
century in dealing with the question whether a company conducted its business as 
agent for its controlling shareholder.108  In Associated Newspapers Ltd v 
Commissioner of Taxation [1938] ALR 498 [Document 21] , the appellants, Sun 
Newspapers Ltd (“Sun”) and Associated Newspapers Ltd (“Associated 
Newspapers”), there sought to appeal various income tax assessments, contending 
that Sun acted as agent for Associated Newspapers, which held 98.5% of Sun’s 
shares, in conducting a newspaper business, and that Associated Newspapers 
rather than Sun should be taxed on that business.  The appellants also argued that 
the agency relationship had the consequence that dividends paid by Sun to 
Associated Newspapers should be treated as income of Associated Newspapers 
derived from personal exertion, and an additional tax of 6% applicable to dividends 
income should not have been imposed.  

Rich J did not accept the contention that Sun, as the subsidiary of Associated 
Newspapers, was acting as its agent in conducting the business. His Honour cited 
(at 500) the observations of Lord Russell of Killowen in E.B.M Co Ltd v Dominion 
Bank [1937] 3 All ER 555, which had rejected, by reference to Salomon, a 
suggestion that:  

“notwithstanding that a business is in fact and in law the property of a separate legal 
entity, a limited company, it could be held, for taxation purposes, that the business 
was the property of some other person, and that the company was carrying on the 
business as agent for that other person.” 

                                            
106 See also VTB Capital plc v Nutritek International Corpn [2013] UKSC 5; [2013] 2 AC 337.  
107 Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbury, “Reflections on the ICLR Top Fifteen Cases”, note 105 above, 154.  
108 I have here drawn upon a note prepared by my tipstaff, Daniel Chun, as to the reception of 
Salomon in Australia.   
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His Honour recognised (at 501) that Associated Newspapers held virtually all the 
shares in Sun and also recognised that, except for possibly matters of remuneration, 
no practical distinction was made between the two companies at board level.  
However, his Honour pointed to other aspects in which Sun carried on a separate 
business (at 501), observing that: 

“Sun Newspapers Ltd acted in every way as the proprietor of the newspapers and 
the publishing business, kept separate accounts, made separate returns for taxation 
purposes, declared dividends on its shares, and was treated in every way as 
continuing to be, as it originally was, the Company conducting on its own behalf, that 
is in the interests of its shareholders, its own extensive enterprise.” 

His Honour held (at 501) that there was no relationship of principal and agent, and 
the business conducted by Sun was vested in it “and vested in it beneficially, that is 
for its shareholders whoever they might be.” 

In R v Portus (1949) 79 CLR 428; 23 ALJR 621 [Document 22] , reference was 
again made to the decision in Salomon in determining whether Qantas Empire 
Airways Limited (“Qantas”) conducted its business as agent for the Commonwealth 
Government, which then owned all the shares in Qantas directly or through 
nominees and appointed all of the directors.  That question was relevant  to whether 
Qantas’ employees were employed by Qantas “on behalf of” the Crown, which was 
in turn relevant to whether an award could be made under the Commonwealth 
Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904-1949 (Cth) in an industrial dispute.   

The High Court held that Qantas was not the agent of the Commonwealth, although 
jurisdiction to make the award was established on the terms of the Commonwealth 
Conciliation and Arbitration Act.  Latham CJ applied Salomon, observing that: 

“The company, however, is a distinct person from its shareholders. The shareholders 
are not liable to creditors for the debts of the company. The shareholders do not own 
the property of the company: see Aron Salomon v Salomon & Co (1897) AC 22 and 
Macaura v Northern Assurance Co (1925) AC 619. Persons employed by the 
company are not therefore employed by all or by any of the shareholders.” 

Dixon J did not expressly refer to Salomon, but also observed (at 437–438) that:  

“As a shareholder, even the sole beneficial shareholder, the Commonwealth has no 
property legal or equitable in the assets of the company nor is the Commonwealth a 
principal acting by the company as its agent.” 

In Re Southard & Co Ltd [1979] 3 All ER 556 at 565, Templeman LJ recognised the 
importance of the principle in Salomon in an insolvency context, observing that its 
effect was to expose a creditor of a subsidiary to the risk of its failure even if the 
parent company and other subsidiaries remained solvent, and were not treated as 
liable for the debts of the insolvent subsidiary.  That result may seem harsh in 
respect of voluntary creditors, including tort creditors.109  The case law recognises 
the possibility that a shareholder or holding company could be treated as liable for 

                                            
109 I M Ramsay & D B Noakes, “Piercing the Corporate Veil in Australia” (2001) 19 C&SLJ 250; Lipton, 
“The Mythology of Salomon’s Case”, note 98 above, 481. 
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the conduct of a company, where the company in fact acted as its agent110, although 
we have seen above that agency can be difficult to establish.  A holding company 
may also be held liable in negligence if, in the particular circumstances, it can be 
established that the holding company breached a duty of care owed to an employee 
of the subsidiary, so that it can be held directly liable for that breach.111   

The application of these principles, in their extension to the position as between a 
holding company and its subsidiaries, has been controversial both internationally and 
in Australian law, most recently in respect of issues concerning the relationship 
between James Hardie Industries Limited, its former subsidiaries and claimants in 
respect of asbestos liability.  English and Australian corporate law texts, including 
Ford’s Principles of Corporations Law also seek to identify various categories of 
cases in which courts are more likely to “pierce” the corporate veil.   

The principle in Salomon also raises questions as to the circumstances in which a 
claim in negligence should be available against a director who is also the sole 
shareholder, of a one person company, which would to some extent qualify the 
principle of limited liability. A director, whether or not he or she is also a sole 
shareholder of a company, can be held liable where he or she procures conduct that 
amounts to a tort, a breach of contract, a breach of trust or a breach of fiduciary duty, 
although the boundaries of such liability remain controversial. 

 

                                            
110 See, for example, Smith, Stone and Knight Ltd v Lord Mayor, Aldermen and Citizens of the City of 
Birmingham [1939] 4 All ER 116 (holding company was successful in establishing that a subsidiary 
carried on its business as its agent, in that case to its advantage); Spreag v Paeson Pty Ltd (1990) 94 
ALR 679 (holding company held liable for misleading statements made by its subsidiary). 
111 For example, CSR Ltd v Wren (1997) 44 NSWLR 463; CSR Ltd v Young [1998] Aust Torts Reports 
81–468; Chandler v Cape plc [2012] 3 All ER 640; a different result was reached, on the facts, in 
James Hardie & Co Pty Ltd v Hall (1998) 43 NSWLR 554; and see Lipton, “The Mythology of 
Salomon’s Case”, note 98 above, 482–485. 
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